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Stamper Capital & Investments, Inc. President and Portfolio Manager, B. Clark Stamper,
managed the Evergreen Strategic Municipal Bond Fund for twenty years, from June 1990
to June 2010. In fact, Clark Stamper managed that fund longer than 94% of his peers
manage their mutual funds – he had the 10th longest tenure out of 161 competing funds!
The average tenure for a municipal bond manager is just 8.33 years, and Clark Stamper
managed for 20.10 years - see graph below. He was even able to achieve a high level of
return for a low level of risk using his proprietary upside potential, downside protection
methodology over the most challenging financial conditions our country has seen since
the Great Depression.
Bar Graph # 1
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The following charts show the Annualized Total Annual Return (before fees) for national
tax-free municipal bond funds over the past 3, 5, and 10 years, in relation to a fund’s
Standard Deviation (S.D.), which is a measurement of risk – the higher the S.D. the
higher the risk, the lower the S.D. the lower the risk.
Stamper was able to produce a high level of return for a low level of risk when compared
to virtually all municipal bond fund categories, including High Yield, Short,
Intermediate, and Long term. The only open-ended U.S. tax-free mutual funds excluded
from this analysis are money market funds, ultra short funds (which have duration of 1.5
years or less), and single state tax-free municipal bond funds. The Evergreen Strategic
Municipal Bond Fund defied placement in any category, because it competed against
them all.

This chart shows that the Evergreen Strategic Municipal Bond Fund (Ticker: VMPAX)
achieved a 4.91% return over a 10-year period (June 2000 to June 2010) – that is a pretax return of 7.55% at the 35% federal bracket. During that same 10-year period, the 90day t-bill had an average return of 1.55%, which is the risk-free rate. Stamper took very
low risk compared to his peers, especially in the Long and High Yield categories to
achieve the same rate of return.
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Chart # 2

Over the 5-year period, Stamper was able to provide a 4.21% return for shareholders of
VMPAX before fees, which is equivalent to a 6.48% pre-tax gain on a taxable equivalent
investment vehicle. The risk-free rate for that period was only 1.59%, and nearly every
competitor had to take far more risk to provide comparable returns (some took too much,
as can be seen in the high-yield category).
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Chart # 3

The Evergreen Strategic Municipal Bond Fund still outperformed during the most
challenging three-year period from June 2007 to June 2010 since the Great Depression,
taking vastly less risk than the competition. VMPAX earned a 4.18%, or 6.43% pre-tax
return when the majority of the competition did not earn better than the risk free rate of
0.67%. Stamper proved during these difficult market conditions that he provides a vastly
superior management level than the majority of muni fund managers out there.
As you can see, Stamper Capital & Investments provided a fantastic return for the level
of risk to hundreds of investors of the Evergreen Strategic Municipal Bond Fund for the
past ten years.
Now, Stamper is able to offer this same strategy to you, the individual investor, in your
own privately managed municipal bond account. You also get the added bonus of being
able to keep your bonds at the custodian bank of your choice, lower fees than the mutual
fund would charge, direct access to the Portfolio Manager, and no redemption risk from
other shareholders because you are the only owner of your account! Contact Stamper
Capital & Investments today to get started.

Definitions:
Total Return: The actual return on an investment. This includes income earned on an investment as well
as appreciation or depreciation of that investment. In this article, we report total return on funds before
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expenses are deducted. This is in order to show actual performance of the Portfolio Manager before the
fund administration and other fees handicap performance.
Standard Deviation: A measure of risk. The higher the Standard Deviation, the more fund performance
varies from its mean monthly total return over the respective period, which in this case, is over the prior 10
years. The higher the Standard Deviation, the higher the risk.
Risk-Free Rate: In this article, we use the 90-Day US T-Bill average yield for the 3, 5, and 10 year periods
after taxes of 35% are deducted. This is because all of the funds we are using for comparison are federal
tax-free. If a high net worth investor were to put their money into a T-Bill instead of VMPAX, they would
have to pay a 35% tax, whereas had they been invested in VMPAX, that would not apply.
Risk-Adjusted Performance: This shows performance of an investment while accounting for the amount of
risk that investment takes in order to create that level of performance. Many asset managers talk about the
higher the risk, the higher the return, but they do not mention that more risk is like gambling, and there are
outlying portfolio managers that can produce good (or even excellent) total returns for much lower risk
(like Stamper has shown in this study). Also, as for measured performance of mutual funds, many of the
poorer performing funds are either closed or merged away. This "survivorship bias" is why there are more
competitors in the three and five-year categories than there are in the ten-year categories (see next
definition). Thus, you are seeing the best of the best.
Mutual Fund Categories: When defining competing funds into their respective categories, we used their
own definitions of their respective funds. This is mainly because all of their prospectuses may have
different guidelines. For the time-period the data was compiled, VMPAX was classified in the short
category, though this has varied over the years. Below is a table showing the number of competing funds
in each category used in the analysis for the various periods

3-Year
5-Year
10-Year

Short
20
18
15

Intermediate
45
44
40

Long
50
50
48

High yield
27
23
22

Total
142
135
125

Stamper Capital & Investments, Inc. provides portfolio management services exclusively
for institutional and high net worth accounts and does not sell the mutual funds for which
it is a sub-adviser. Also, please note: purchasers of mutual funds must receive a copy of
a particular mutual fund's prospectus before a purchase is made.
Stamper Capital & Investments, Inc. has been the sub-adviser to this Fund since October
1995 and B. Clark Stamper, our President, has been its Portfolio Manager since June
1990.
Past performance does not guarantee future results, and current performance may be
higher or lower than the performance data quoted. Investment return and principal value
of an investment will fluctuate so that investor's shares, when redeemed, may be worth
more or less than their original cost.
Returns - Figures quoted are total returns calculated for the share class and time periods
shown. Performance includes the reinvestment of income dividends and capital gains
distributions. Performance does not reflect the deduction of taxes that a shareholder
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would pay on a fund distribution or the redemption of fund shares. Please go to
Morningstar's and/or Lipper's websites for more information.

Disclaimer: This web site is for Stamper Capital & Investments, Inc. Institutional and High Net Worth
Money Management only. Stamper Capital & Investments, Inc. is an independent registered investment
advisor. Prior Performance achievements are not necessarily an indication of future performance. In other
words, past performance does not guarantee future results. There are many types of risk and returns, and
the tradeoffs among them can result in different positive or negative returns depending upon the subtleties
of the specific credit and security characteristics. Investment return and the principal value of an investment
will almost certainly fluctuate and can sometimes entail large losses. Note that Stamper Capital &
Investments, Inc., its clients, and/ or its employees may or may not be long or short any of the securities or
investments mentioned on this website. Stamper Capital & Investments, Inc. does not sell the mutual funds
for which it is or was a sub-adviser. Purchasers of mutual funds must receive a copy of a particular mutual
fund's prospectus before a purchase is made. State of California Required Disclosure Legend
"IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION" "(1)A broker-dealer, investment adviser, BD agent or IA
rep may only transact business in a particular state after licensure or satisfying qualifications requirements
of that state, or only if they are excluded or exempted from the state's broker-dealer, investment adviser,
BD agent or IA rep requirements, as the case may be; and "(2)Follow-up, individualized responses to
consumers in a particular state by broker-dealer, investment adviser, BD agent or IA rep that involve either
the effecting or attempting to effect transactions in securities or the rendering of personalized investment
advice for compensation, as the case may be, shall not be made without first complying with the state's
broker-dealer, investment adviser, BD agent or IA rep requirements, or pursuant to an applicable state
exemption or exclusion. "(3)for information concerning the licensure status or disciplinary history of a
broker-dealer, investment adviser, BD agent or IA rep, a consumer should contact his or her state securities
law administrator." © All rights reserved by Stamper Capital & Investments, Inc.
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